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“Podiumgate”: How the Clintons Rigged the First
Presidential Debate
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The Clintons will break all rules and laws to seize White House power. This is amply proven
by the manner in which they rigged and stole the first presidential debate.

The operation appears to have been planned in advance of the September 26, 2016 event,
involving the Clintons and their operatives, the debate organizers, the broadcast media
(NBC and “moderator” Lester Holt), the managers of the venue, and the security detail at
the facility.

The rig was carried out with near-military precision.

It began with the building of a special podium for Hillary Clinton: one that was smaller than
the podium designated for Donald Trump. The smaller podium gave Hillary the illusion of
being bigger in physical stature. More importantly, the podium seems to have been built or
adapted with some sort of electronic console or teleprompter.

Who oversaw the building and modification of this podium? Why did the Trump people not
notice this immediately?

Prior to the debate, tape footage shows how a device meant to be installed into Hillary’s
podium was smuggled in by the Clintons and their operatives. Also brought in was a stack of
documents; perhaps the debate questions obtained in advance from someone inside. The
behavior appears highly suspicious; they are clearly up to something.

Photos also lay waste to the lie that Lester Holt was not wired during the debate. He clearly
was, and a technician even removed his jacket to install it. Hillary herself might also have
been wired. To what, we do not know, but they were both wired.

During the debate, footage shows Hillary Clinton’s podium lighting up with a computer
screen, while Trump’s podium stays dark. Hillary’s hand appears to be pressing or toggling
controls on the podium to scroll through her teleprompter screen. Her motions have been
interpreted by some as involuntary tremors from Parkinson’s disease, but they appear to be
far more deliberate than involuntary.

Analysis shows Hillary apparently giving signals to Lester Holt several times at key moments
during the debate. Each time she scratched her nose or touched her face, Holt promptly
interrupted, attacked and derailed Trump.
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The timing was too systematic to be coincidental. Holt also clearly let Clinton have a free
pass to speak ad nauseum without “fact checking” and without interruptions throughout the
debate. This in addition to the inane topics—which did not include any questions about
Clinton’s track record—were already a setup that did not favor Trump.

The most damning evidence of the rigging involves what happened after the debate ended.
Footage shows the Clintons and their operatives “doing a sneaky dance” on the stage after
the debate to retrieve the device from Hillary’s podium while the crowds mill about.

Watch these breakdowns:

Hillary Clinton’s teleprompter at the debate caught on camera

Podiumgate 

Hillary’s teleprompter inside debate podium and Cleaner Man

Only Hillary’s podium light on and Cleaner Man Identified

The main Clinton operative—the white-haired mustached man wearing glasses— has been
identified  as  Brady  Williamson,  a  Democratic  Party  strategist  and  lawyer,  and  a  man  who
has worked for the Clintons for decades. Williamson, the “Cleaner Man” darts around, with
two others lurking nearby acting as lookouts. Their movements suggest that they are clearly
up to no good. Finally the entire Clinton team, including Bill and Hillary, surround the secret
podium to hide the retrieval of the object(s) out of the podium. These items are passed from
Williamson to another operative, and then secreted out.

(Were it not for sharp-eyed observers who analyzed this footage and posted it on YouTube,
we would not have caught the Clintons pulling this off. This is why the powers that be want
to control and shut down the Internet to prevent citizen investigative work such as this.)

A clear difference in criminal experience

Criminal behavior on the part of the Clintons is no surprise. It is how they have always done
things,  and  gotten  away  with  all  of  it.  Criminality,  secrecy,  and  deception  are  the
foundations of their political dynasty. Any seasoned observer expects the dirtiest dirty tricks
from them.

What  is  baffling  is  that  this  blatant  fraud  occurred  without  the  Trump  camp  noticing,  or
doing anything about it. Trump agreed to the terms and mechanics of the debate well in
advance. What happened to Trump’s security detail? How did no one notice how Hillary’s
podium lit up? Why was the stage controlled only by Clinton operatives? Didn’t anyone not
aligned to Clinton check the podiums and the stage before the debate began? Why didn’t
someone confront Williamson or the other suspicious characters? Why didn’t Trump cry foul
during the fraud, or afterwards?

If the Trump forces are unable to counter or match the dirty tricks and psy-ops of the highly
experienced Clinton machine, they will not survive.
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Foolishness while the world burns

The world is facing unprecedented crisis.  Yet substantive issues are not addressed in these
campaign  events.  If  and  when  any  real  issues  are  approached,  deception,  lies  and
falsehoods dominate the rhetoric.

As  expected,  the  Clinton  faction  is  trying  to  reduce  matters  to  the  lowest  common
denominator,  focusing attention on gossipy tabloid material,  such as “rude things that
Trump said or tweeted”, Trump’s “fat shaming” of women and Miss Universe contestants,
and Trump’s tax returns. The Clintons have calculated, probably correctly, that the dumbed
down American masses care much more about trivial matters than such real issues as world
war, nuclear holocaust, collapsing economies and other realities.  The low road, familiar to
the dirty Clintons, is their key to victory. They view the populace with utter contempt. Their
goal is to seize power, and to hell with the rest.

Tragically, instead of turning matters to his advantage, Trump has so far taken the bait,
falling into the Clinton trap, by reacting to the Clinton gossip. He has even added more hot
air  to  the  mix,  blabbering  about  his  own  business  affairs  and  matters  of  irrelevance.  He
himself is the embodiment of tabloid gossip and a reality show circus, and he has done a
poor job changing this impression. Both Clinton and Trump are head cases.

Even when he has been given opportunities to drive the discourse, Trump has failed to
articulate how he would be less of a New World Order neocon/war monger/corporatist than
Clinton.  He and Clinton argue about who is  the better “anti-terrorist” and the tougher
adversary against Russia and China, the more aggressive “law and order cop”.

Yes, Trump has criticized Clinton and Obama for some of their war policies, for “disasters”
such as creating ISIS, etc.  But would Trump have ended the wars if he had been at the
controls?

Does he intend to end them now? Would he stop the regime change agenda in Syria? Would
he make peace with Russia and stop military operations aimed at Russian forces? Would
Trump end the criminal reign of the CIA?  Would Trump do anything about the decades of
crimes of the Clintons and Bushes, for which they deserve severe punishment? Would he
prosecute the highest figures of the New World Order?  Would Trump dare expose the fact
that Bush-Clinton/neoliberal-neocon is a charade that masks the united criminal reality  that
is the New World Order? Unless the answer to all of these questions is yes, then Trump is no
hero, either.

Trump will not pull the plug on the machine that put him on the map; the system that made
him rich. It would be delusional to think he would.

“Not being Clinton” is not, by itself, a qualification. If Trump is backed by the Bush faction,
and by neocons such as his vice presidential partner Mike Pence, and if Trump pushes ideas
that  appeal  to  right-wing  extremists  and the  Religious  Right,  then  he  is  simply  a  different
path to the same holocaust, with slightly differences in style and timing.

Given her well documented penchant for war crimes and murder, Hillary Clinton is the larger
threat to the planet. But a Trump/neocon/Republican administration would likely also result
in continued chaos and suffering, and dangers of great magnitude.

The next circus moment
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The second debate scheduled for October 9, 2016 promises nothing better for Trump. The
last debate saw Hillary Clinton and Lester Holt ganging up on Trump. This next time, it will
be three against one.

One of the “moderators” is CNN’s Anderson Cooper, who was
a CIA intern, who likely still functions as an intelligence asset.

CNN is so heavily skewed to the Clintons, and dominated by former Clintonites, that it is
referred to derisively as the “Clinton News Network”. Cooper has pushed the lie that Lester
Holt was deferential to Trump, when in fact Holt constantly interrupted Trump and bashed
him every time Hillary asked him to. Cooper’s statements  suggest that he will attack Trump
even more aggressively than Holt.

The other “moderator” will be ABC’s Martha Raddatz, who was White House correspondent
in the George W. Bush administration. Raddatz is further proof that the corporate media is a
revolving door through which Washington insiders slither and slime back and forth.

As long as the Clinton operatives continue to be allowed to get away with fraud and criminal
shenanigans—-be it  rigged podiums,  rigged stage props,  hidden teleprompters,  hidden
transceivers, cheat notes, and collusion with “moderators”—and as long as the corporate
media continues to conspire with the Clintons without consequences, then Donald Trump
will be toast again.

That is what the Clintons are counting on.
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